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The Lame Monkey Manifesto 

W'elcome 
to the 
Monkey House 
One from the Edituh 

It seems to have become a tradi :MIi;,,§.~l~....:: i i:
to write this letter early in the morning . 
as the Monkey gets put to bed, ready to 
go to press, as I crawl home to put 
myself to sleep. 

For those of you who haven't seen 
this before, this is the LMM, the only 
UT satire / comedy paper yet to be 
found. Enjoy! It may not last a whole lot 
longer. Too much work, too much B.S., 
but it always feels that way at the end of 

-making an issue. 

low and long and drawn out and crazy . . 
At this point, Gimpy has no access 

to a stat camera (the thing that let's us 
print the pretty photos you see), so 
assuming you're reading this, I found 
one within the next 24 hours that 
doesn't cost full retail price and made it 
to press. Alright! 

SPECIAL OCCASIONS 

512 Gimpy Loves Me 
Anna n. Warner, 1820·19.15 CHINA. 7. 7. 7. 7. wilh R.I,ain Paul Moz, David 'Normal' Bell 
William Bradbury 1816·1868 & Rev. Dr. Neon Flcshbiscuit , I) 
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, 1. This' Uni - versi - ty is grand, The cours .- es dull, the food is bland, . 

2. Monk - ey standing on his head, see him in Ed Bol -- ing's bed, 
3. Yes, we thought that we would try, a pap - er with no U P I, 
4. Stand in Reg - is - tration Line, get a tick - et pay your fine, 
5. Eddie's head - ing ' for the hills with a hun - dred thou - sand dollar bills, 
6. Get out on the inter - state, twelve guage shot - gun seals their fate, 
7. Wel- come one and wel- come all, to the Monkey Meet - ing Hall, -.- --- -.-
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1. U T is a real ' nice place, hope you fin~ a par-k . ing space. 
2. Monk· ey tear - ing up the sheets, see him piss on J. R.'s feets. 
3. They thought that'we would be through with a Beacon bad review .. 
4. They won't stop un - til the Jocks, are housed and fed on six square blocks. 

For those of you who are freshman, 
memorize the contentS of this paper and 
then ask an upperclassman to explain 
why students are so powerless on this 
campus. For Zen's sake, don't become a 
warm, apathetic sponge like too many 
students here already are, Wake up! 
This is college. . 

Do' you know what's on the radio 
late at night? I'm listening to people · 
talking about Opposums as Pets. Sha-

5. But we're still here and mean to stay, we'd take bribes but they won' t pay. 
6. Signs that say 'Vol Fa,n On Board', send them off to meet the Lord. 
7. Ral· ley' round and raise your voice, might as well you've got no choice . . 

. ",-
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This Monkey makes ' history! This 
copy is SIX1EEN PAGES long, four 
more . than any other Monkey in 
captivitiy so far. I think it's the best (#3 
close behind). Read it cover-to-cover 
and then send money, advertising leads 
and kisses to our PO Box listed nearby 
somewhere on this page. 

Much . belated congratulations are 
due for Paul Mozingo, da other edituh, 
who is now trying to raise a family and 
such. Alot has happened in the last five 
months since the last 
edition, none the least 
'Paul marrying Rhonda, 
-his wife, and they 
(together) beginning to 
reproduce themselves. 
Egads. 

As it goes, Paul is 
now trying to make a 
living (as opposed to 
Monkey work-which 
costs money). So this 
issue has been pretty so-

nab-nab. . 
Something to keep in 'lind: the 

Friends of the Lame Monkey is being 
formed. It is a student organization 
designed and cultivated to be a growing 
environment to plant the stump of your 
spinal cord in the good ' earth of 
Monkeydom. You even ' get a 
membership card. What this is about is 
me and a couple of dedicated 
Monkeyites asking you for help. You 
have any idea how much work this is? 
I"m talking me working since three 
weeks ago an hour a day and this last 
week working Spm to 2 am every night 
I'm not complaining 'cause doing this is 
my choice and I enjoy it- after it's 
done. The problem is these can't come 
out very regularly without less hours, or 
rather, more people, less individual 
work. 

Help us get some life (non
syndicated, non-.pink, non-trademarked, 
non-commercial) in this area. If there 
are any real people living in this desert 
of a city-drop us a line. If you've got 
something to say-write it down and 
drop it off. Even if it sucks, we'd still 
like to be getting more mail. Seriously, 
call or write. 

Before the fmal paste-up week I 

Lettuhs To Da Edituh 
I Could Die Happy 
Dear Eddituhs, 

After reading your March 26th issue, 
I was overcome by Muse of Poets, 
found the' nearest typewriter and began 
to compose. I would've liked for you to 
peruse the orginal work, but my typing 
is so poor that I'll just copy it for you 
here. 

An Ode to Sally & Spot 
"If you knew Sally like I know her,_ 

you · might not ask such bizarre 
questions about her dog, Spot. Sally and 
Spot share a special kind of relationship 
that most living creatures can neve( 
attain. It reminds most research 
sCientists of the sort of symbiosis ·that 
occurs with nitrogen nodules. Might it 
be that Sally was born with some 
extraordinary gift? Does she have some 
incredible power over Spot? Perhaps it 
is Spot who keeps Sally in awe. He does 
have a magnificent coat; it must be all 
those eggs that Sally puts in his Alp<>. 

Spot is a lucky dog. I wish my coat were 
as lovely as Spot's. Sometimes I wish I 
were Spot. Then I could be close to 
Sally. I could curl at her feet while she 
sleeps. I could die happy." 

. I hope you fmd this little piece 
rewarding for you, as it was your 
newspaper which was its sole 
inspiration. 

Yer pal, 
Paul Thurston 

Dear Wise Monkey 
Dears Sirs, 

I need your help. My wife of 2.S 
years recently left me for good. She 
used to beat me and force me to have 
sex with her. She made me shoot up 
with heroin and now I'm addicted. She 
even got our cat addicted She used to 
come in once or twice a week, drunk 
and high and I'd beg her to leave some 
money to feed the cat. She said she 

Ql .... ----.. r- ... .. . -.... ... - .1"' --- ,-.--.-.,-.-- .-.,.---.• "---(".-.. ,. ..... ' .. -_ .. ,-_ .. ,.._--
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Yes, Gimp - y loves me, Yes, Gimp - y loves me, 

Yes, Gim'p - y loves !TIe, The Monk - ey tells me so. 

~.- -.-
.@'bb~~~~=~E~:;:~~~~J-GL::~1~~·~::~~~r=···::~~W~~~~2[2211 

spent a we~k in NYC and 112 week in 
Rochester. I met more real people in 1 
112 weeks than in 19 years in 
Knoxvillage. Sorry, Knoxville, Oh, 
Most, Liveable City. This place is 
getting a little old. 

Enough ' ramblin on, I guess.Take 
care, don't let things get you down and 
see you in LM#6. 

Christopher Gray Solution to Puzzle-Page 15 

would for certain sexual favors. When I 
kept my bargain she just beat me up, 
shot me full of heroin and left for days. 
Now my cat is pregnant and I'm 
struggling to support her and my forced 
drug habit and I recently found out my 
wife gave me herpes and AIDS. I 
desperately need your help. Any money 
or heroin you could spare would help us 
so much and maybe keep me · from 
killing myself and having to drown the 
kittens and eat them. They are going to 
be addicts as well. Can you or your 
readers help me? Please. 

Thanks, ' 
Tirnb Glaznerl 

The Lame Monkey prints letters' As Is'; we do not 
change the . spelling of a word unless absolutley 
necessary (Additions! Ommissions by Editors for 
clarityl legality in [brackets)).!f you have any 
comments regarding The Lame Monkey, please 
feel free to write: Lettuhs, The Lame Monkey 
Manifesto, P.O. Box 8763, Knoxville, TN 37996-
4800. 
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Drop & Add Checklist: Highlights of Spring 1987 
and Past 

Welcome to the - Instructor Eval 
uations of Spring Quarter 1987, our 
latest and greatest compilation. For the 
uninitiated, this survey contains 
evaluations of over 500 classes taken 
during Spring Quarter, as well as those 
regarded as Best Ever and Worst Ever. 

Every effort has been made to 
conf1l11). course information and name 
spellings. If there are mistakes, we 
apologize. If you have received a-poor 
review and are disgruntled, we invite 
conflicting comments for our next 
issue. 

Some people have argued that our 
efforts are pointless because our survey 
lacks statistical accuracy. We feel that 
this survey -is useful not because of its 
flawless precision, but because it's the 
only information of its kind available to 
the students. If you would like it to be 
more reliable-help out, give us -a call. 

Thanks to all who have participated -
and spent massive amounts of time, 
most noteably Lance Bledsoe and 
Robert Daedalus. See ya at the end of 
this quarter on the UC Plaza ... 

How To Use This Information: 
1. The first number next· to the 
Instructor's name is the total number of 
responses we had regarding that prof. 
Remember, the fewer people surveyed, 
.tDemoR:J&mcliable his/her evaluation: 
2_ The next number is the Grade Point 

' Average of the Instructor. The 
Instructors were graded on a scale of 
A-F, where 'A' is 4 and 'F' is O. The 
totar number of these ' quality points ' is -
divided by the total number of 
responses, much like the way your own 
GP A is figured. . . 
3. The +, -, x symbols compare this 
quarter's GPA to last quarter ('+' = 

Improvement, '-'. = Better last quarter, x 
= no change). . 

. 4. The icon graphically represents. an 
Instructor's performance .(0-.75 Boom!; 
.76-1.5 Bird; 1.6-2.5 Scale; 2.6-3.5 
Girl; 3.6-4.0 Beer). . 
5. A Bullet (0) preceding an Instructor's 
name means we could not confirm their 
teaching a class. 
6. Comments do not necessarily reflect 

. the views of publisher, etc. 
7. Enjoy. 

ACCOUNTING 
·2110 Fund of Accounting 

Lewis- 1 4.00 
"Nice guy." 

2110 .Fund of Accounting 
Moore· 1 3.00 .J5I 
"Knows what's going on usually." . 
Townsend 1 3.00 Jjf 

2120 Fund of Accounting 
Anderson 1 0.00 

Q -''Too difficult." 
Hughes 4 2.75 
"Doesn't use the board-enough." 

2130 Survey Managerial Costs 
Higgins 2 2.50 

- "Professional." "Boring.'.' 

3130 Intermed Finan AccouIiting 
_ Williams· 4.00 

3430 Federal Income Tax 
Izard· 1 4.00 
"Really funny, knows his tax." 

3510 Not for Profit Accounting 
Anderson 1 1.00 
"We think she's a frustrated 
virg*@." 

ADVERTISING 
3000 Advertising Principles 

lackson 3 4_00 + 
"No taste in clothes." 

. Stankey 1 4.00 Jml) 
"Practical assignments, interesting 
and amusing." 

3630 Copy and Layout 
Frost 1 3.00 
'''Gone but nor forgotten." 

3650 Basic Advertising Research 
Kerr 1 4.00 
"Hard but.good." 

ANTHROPOLOGY 
2510 Human Origins 

Bass 3 4.00 x· I 
"I was motivated and learned from 

3580 

a teacher, not a book." "Made 
lecture material come alive." 
Smith 1 4.00 
"Knows subject well." 
Peoples and Cultures of 
Mesoameria 
Logan 4.00 x 
"Tests are difficult, yet class 
lectures are "A+."" 

ARCHITECfURE 
111 0 Design Drawing 

Anderson 1 4.00 
1201 Visual Design Princp 

mP 
-Wells-Bowie 1 0.00 -

1300 

1301 

3300 

3317 

ART 

"She's a !@%*" 
Intro to Arch Design 
Kaplan 1 1.00 
"Pretends students are incredibly 
stupid ." 
Structural Types 
Moffet 1 4.00 
"Fair, easy to get along with." 
Arch Design III 
Herz 1 4.00 
''Tells great dirty jokes." 
Struct and Mech Applications 
Kinzy 1 1.00 
"He could be good if he tried 
teaching." 

1000 The Visual Artist 

1115 

1125 

1135 

1825 

Cleaver 2 1.00 
"Waste of time, most of the 
information is common 
knowledge." 
Studio Fund 
Stewart 
Studio Fund 
Turner· 
Studio Fund 

4.00 

4.00 

Nichols 0_00 
"What was the purpose of this 
class?" 
Western Art II 
Habel 1 4.00 

) 

I 

II 

"Far better than other Art History 

21P 

teachers." 
Moffat 2 1.00 
"Moffat is a human anesthetic." 
"Loves history, but talks it to 
death." 

_Intermed Design and Colour 
Falsetti 1 0.00 x £. 
"Doesn't care one bit about 
students." 3110 Intermed Finan Accounting 

Turpeno . 1 4.00 I 2205 Intro to Painting 
Riesing 2 3.50 ..!if "Organized, very helpful." 

3120 . Intermed Finan Accounting 
Slagle 2 2.00 
"I don't care for opera or 
literature and an accounting -
course isn't the place for it." 

"Doesn't expect much, but teaches 
very well." "Intelligent teacher." 

J 

11· 
/0-.75 _ .76-1.5 1.6-2.5 2.6-3.5 3.6-4.0 

2315 Watercolor II 
Leslie 4.00 

fflil.l l . 1410 Engineering Computations 
It!i' . Mak 2 4.00 + IJ 

"Good teacher, too picky on tests." 
"Easy course, nice and slow." 

"Concerned about much more· 
than simply his own field of 
work." BIOLOGY 

2515 Layout 
Clarke 4.00 

ffiIl 1210 Gen Biology 
It!l' Pauley. '- ' 1 3.00 .JfI 

"Hip dude." 
2525 Production 

Clarke 1 2.00 

"As good as Biology can l:!e." 
'1219 Biology Lab 

~ Younis· 0.00 £ 
"Blegh. Dull stuff." 

2905 Intro to Photo 
Lee 2 4.00 

"What a waste of time." l' 1220 Gen Biology 
= Carmichael· 1 4.00 I 

"Not all students given an equal 
amount of evaluation time, but 
knows his stuff." . 

2935 Film Design 
Li vingston 2.00 + 
"Class was OK, although 
Livingston rambles." 

3725 S. Europe 
Habel 3.00 
"Good class but teacher takes 
comments/criticisms too 
personally" 

3905 Intermed Photo r Lee 3 4.00 x 
ASTRONOMY -= 
1510 

1520 

Intro Astronomy C) 

Daunt I 0.00 4-
"Only interested in students who 
know the material already." 
Fairman 2 0.00 .. 
"Unorganized b#%!." "She looks -
like a munchkin" C) 

Simpson· 1 0.00 .:.. 
Intro Astronomy 
Daunt 2 1.50 + 
"Suffers from paranoid delusions." 
"Well organized lectures." 

. Fairman 1 3.00 + ~ 
"Teaches straight out of the 
book." 
Harmatz 
Lovell 
"Boring" 

1 
1 

1.00 , + 
2.00 + 

1530 . Intro Astronomy 
Lovell 1 1.00 
"Dead lectures." 
Ridinger 2 1.50 . (> 
"She looks like a realtor." "Should 
be a pre-school instructor." 

BASIC ENGINEERING 
1310 Statics . 

Brooks 1 2.00 + ~ 
Forrester . 2 0.00 x 
"Didn't know what the hell he was 
talking about." 
lendruko 1 0.00 x £. 
"Totally cold toward students, 
doesn't explain anything." 
Stoneking 1 0.00 2 
"Can't explain material, ~ven when 
he understands it." 
Wasserman 1 4.00 

1320 Particle Dynamics 
Boulet - 2 3.00 + . _~ 
''Tough tests, 'but explains well." 
"Boring class lectures" 
Forrester 1 0.00 f> 
"Subjective exams, refused to help. 
male students in his office." 
Soliman 5 4.00 x I 
"Friendly instructor, superb 
presentations, I learned much." 

1330 Thermodynamics -
Fellers· 1 0.00 
"Lectures are ambigious and 
incoherent."-

9 -
Scott· 1 3.00 ~~ 
"Cool in class, but grades pretty 
rough.'" 

"Can relate to students." 
Hargis· 1 2.00 
"Rattles on." 
Mescall· 

1230 Gen Biology 
Schutt· 

1239 Bio Lab 
Hughes· 

3120 Cell Biology 

4.00 

1 2.00 

3.00 

Mullin 1 4.00 
"Her enthusiasm makes you want 
to learn." 

BROADCASTING _ 
2720 Intro to Broadcasting 

Moore 4 2.50 
"Good lecturer, hard tests." 
"Boring, didn't learn anything." 
"Fair but hard tests." 

3360 TV and Radio Advertising 

I Holt 1 0.00 
"Lives in 1935 at WBZW." 

3670 TV News 
M_ Johnson .4.00 
"Good practical experience_" 

4010 Speech for Broadcasting 
Ziegler 2 . 4.00 
"Treats students as equals." 

qc. 

mP 
qc. 

..!if 

I 

4020 Radio Production ' fIffl, ' 
1. Carr 1 4.00 l!JI' 
"Sweet guy,' theory is a little out of 
date." 

4670 Radio' and TY Management 
H~ward 1 3.00· 
"Reasonable about test dates" 

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
4310 Bus Letter Writing 

Campbell 2 3.50 + 
"Tends to repeat self, but knows 
his stuff, and so do you because of 
the repitition." 

4430 Business Policy 
Wilson 4 0.50 . 
"Most disorganized teacher ever." 
"Clueless." "Your time would be 

. better spent watching pain! dry." 
BUSINESS LAW 
4110 Envir Business Law 

Massingale f . 2.00 
_ "Talks too fast" 

4120 Law of Business Org and Reg 
Massingale 1 .3.00 . + 
"Makes the best out of boring 
stuff." 

CHEMISTRY 
111 0 Gen Chern 

Barnes 
. KIeiiffeltel' 

1120 Gen Chern 

0.00 
0.00 

Woods 1 0.00 
1128 . Honors Gen Chern 

Lane 1 4.00 x 
"Explains very well. 75 equals 
"a"." 

<;;> -
Continued Next Page 

, 
-' 
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1130 

1520 

2140 

3211 

GenChem 
Cook 1 000 ~ 
Kleinfelter 1 2:00 LS.l"6 
Pagni 4 2.75 ,.m 
"Needs a megaphone." "Boring 
lecturer, tests reasonable but . 
picky." "Tests only on lecture 
material, I like that." 
Gen Org Bio Chern 
Barnes 1 0.00 
"Needs to teach on a student 
leveL .. doesn't consider the 
student's ability to comprehend 
material. He is a goober." 
Anal Chemistry 
Cook 1 4.00 

9 -

"Very enjoyable." 
Organic Chemistry 
Eastham 1 3.00 + om 
"Out of his rabbit-ass mind." 
Pagni 1 0.00 £ 
"Most apathetic and sadistic prof 
I've ever had. Fails 3/4 of his 
classes." 

3231 Organic Chemistry 
Eastham 2 3.50 ..m 
"Makes Organic unders tandable." 
Magid 4 i.oo \) 
"Not a clear instructor, 
unbelievably complex." "Lives to 
intimidate students. Must be into 
S&M (mostly S) ." 

CHILD & .fAMILY SERVICES 
2410 Human Sexuality 

White 1 4.00 x I 
"Seriously, a great course. Very 
practical and enlightening." 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
4230 Legal Aspects of Engr 

Humphreys 1 4.00 JljJ 
4230 Legal and-Ethical Aspects of 

Engineering 
Kressin 3.00 Jif 
"Sometimes obnoxious." 

CLASSICS 
111 0 Beginning Latin I 

Craig 1 4.00 JljJ 
"Always has time to help or just 
talk." 

3820 Roman Civilazation 
Martin 1 2.00 

COMMUNICATIONS 
1110 Intra to Comm 

Spiceland- 1 4.00 
-COMPUlER SCIENCE 
1410 Intra Bus Ori_ent Prog 

Morrow 1 4.00 x I 
2610 Programming Technique 

Kirsch- 1 - 3.00 
3150 Intra Num Algor and Prob 

Binder 2 4.00 
"Interesting material, practical 
knowledge." "Very likable guy." 
Dontas- 1 1.00 (> 
Wachspress · 1 0.00 ~ 
"Unintelligible book, unintelligible 
instructor. " 

3410 COBOL 
Darkin- 0.00 £ 
"She a dragon lady, an inept one." 

4510 Data Structures 
- ~ Straight 1 4.00 

"Not the friendliest man on a one
to-one basis, but good overall. 
Tests are good but thought 
provoking.'~ 

ECONOMICS 
2510 

2520 

Intra to Econ 9 
Bohrn 0.00 x ..... 
"Instructor read the book to us." 
Phillips 3 3.33 JiI 
Spiva 3 4.00 I 
"Probably the best instructor on 
VT." -
Intra to Econ 
Clark 5 1.60 + 6~ 
"Sucks, rambles, blinks too much." 
"Subtle sarcasm at its best." 
"Monotone, I slept through this 
one." 

Q Deprez 0.00_ 
"Talked to the wall." 
Jensen 1 0.00 8-
"Can't teach, he yells, and he tried 
to fail me." 
Leniham- 1 4.00 I 
"Fair teacher, but stiff on grades" 
Phillips 2 1.50 0-
"The bjggest jerk I've ever met. He 
talks through his nose." 
Spiva 2 2.00 - iSle, 
"Unorganized lecture and notes. 
Inconsiderate." 

3110 Intermed Micro Theory Q 
Glustoff ' 5 0.50 ..... 
"Love.s the Stones. Helpful when 
asked." "He's a little bastard. Tests 
don't resemble coursework." 

3120 Intermed Macro Theory 
Gauger 1 4.00 
"Well organized lecturer." 
Glustoff 1 0.00 £ 
"Total jerk. 70's hippy reject." 
Roddy 1 1.00 (> 
"A genius, but can't 
communicate." 

3340 Govt and Business 
Carroll 1 0.00 £. 
"Complete waste of time. Read the 
book to us every p.eriod." 

3410 Labor Econ I 
. Hofler 4.00 I 
"Goes out of his way to explain 
material." 

4000 Special Topics 
Fiewel 1 4.00 

4150 Hist of Econ 
Harvey 4.00 -Jljl 
"Perhaps the best on campus." 

EDUCATIONAL C & I 
2011 American Public Schools 

Blank 1 4.00 
"Interesting and funny." 

4090 Intro to Teaching 
Hipple 2 .4.00 ~l 
" Hipple is one of the best speakers 
on campus." 

5170 Seminar 
Allison! 
Butefish 2.00 LS.F> 
"Very demanding." 

5260 Philosophy of Education 
Roeske 1 4.00 
"Tries hard to m;tke class fun." 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
2010 Circuits I 9 

Carno 0.00 
"Most ignorant and rude 
instructor I've ever met." 

-
2020 Circuits II 

Bishop 2 2.25 LSI'" 
"Leaves learning to the students. 
Amount of work is incredible." 
"Worked hard, but learned a lot." 

2030 Circuits III . 
Googe 2 4.00 
"Like having class with your 
Grandpa." "Googe is cool." 

3010 Transient Anal 

3040 

3050 

3060 

Alexeff 1 3.00 
Alexeff 2 3.50 
"Knows his stuff, but doesn't 
always communicate well." 
Googe 1 3~00 .. Bi 
Basic Comm Systems 
Neff 4 2.25 + 61"6 
"Boring at times, but laid-back, 
not intense." "Decent for his 
field." 
Basic Field Theory 
Neff 1 2.00 6~ 
"During class, he reads the book he 
wrote." 
Propagation 
Rosenberg 3 0.67 £ 
"Sounds like the teachers on 
"Peanuts" Cartoons. (Wa, wa, 
wa)" "Funny,.but can't teach 
worth a damn." 
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3080 

3090 

3100 

Power 
Bailey - 0.00 - £ 
"Bails:y barely knows who or 
where he is most of the time." . 
Symonds 1 3.00 ~ 
"Not too hard to study for." 
Power 
Bailey 1.00 (> 
"Never shows up for class." 
Random Signals 
Hoffman 2 3.50 Jif 
"Has great concern for his 
students." 

3110 Circuits and Fields 
Q 

3120 

3130 

3180 

3190 

3720 

3810 

Zrida 1 0.00 x 
"On 'ludes." 
Electronics 
Waller 
Basic EE 
Tillman 

4.00 

2.00 
"Easy "B," tough "A."" 

+ 

-
Logic Design A. 
Alvertos 1.00 II 
"I don't mind hard teachers, if 
they can only teach." 
McCullough 1 2.00 61"6 
"Lectures straight from 
textbook." 
Plasma 1 
Alexeff 3 3.00 Jif 
"Really,knows his stuff." "Tough 
tests, easy grading ." 
Linear Systems Anal 
Lai 2_ 2.50 61e, 
"When he masters English, he'll be 
really excellent." 
ElectronicsJ 
Mukund 2 4.00 JDll 
"Didn't take 1000 hours to do 
project." 
Pierce 2 1.00 \) 
"Tough project specs." 

3820 Electronics II 
Pierce 1.00 (> 
"Teaches by rote, projects no 
fun." 

3830 Electronics III 
Rochelle 1 4.00 I 

4100 

4370 

4600 

4680 

4740 

4910 

"Excellent for electronics." 
Digital Comm Systems 
Bingham 1 3.00 ,.m 
"Sometimes hard to follow due to 
penmanship." 
Intro to Feedback System Des 
Douglas 1 3.00 ,.m 
"Decent for his field." 
Hung 2 3.00 , Ji1 
"Easy to follow, but slow." 
Analog Signal Processing A. 
Kennedy 2 1.00 I" 
"Students are an interuption, 
instead of his job" "Does not relate 
well to students. Hateful." 
Feedback Amplifiers ffiih 
Blalock 1 4.00 It!!' 
"Explains material well. Took time 

. out to talk to students." 
Integrated Circuits 
Kennedy 1 2.00 6~ 
"Hateful." 
VLSI Design 
Bouldin 4.00 I 
"Entertaining and informative." 

3810 Electronics I 
9 Kennedy 1 0.00 -"Doesn't like to teach." 

ENGLISH 
10 10 English Comp 

Dumas . 1 3.00 A 
"Hard but good. " 
Kaylor- 1 4.00 ~ 
Roupe- 1 0.00 £. 
"Didn't know his ass from third 
base." 

1020 English Comp 
Frandsen 1 3.00 
"Easy to understand." 
Kaylor 1 4.00 
Paige- 1 0.50 
"Opinionated." 

1031 

1032 

1033 

1038 

2410 

2510-

2520 

2531 

2532 

2533 

2580 

2660 

2668 

Pitts- 4.00 
"Has abiliity to keep you 
interested." 
Robison 0.00 
"Expected most work of any 
teacher ever." 
Schneider 4.00 

Q -
Wilson- 0.00 Q -"No teaching ability, not a fair 
class ,in any way, shape, OF- form." 
English Comp 

Q Pickney- l' 0.00 
"She makes life unbearable." 
English Comp 
Barr- 1 A.OO 
Benson- 1 2.00 
"Deadly serious, no fun." 
Giddens- 1 3.00 
Jones 1 4.00 
"Easy going." 
Tech Writing 

-

Bethea 1 4.00 ~ 
"Doesn't waste time telling you 
what you already know. When he's 
finished, you leave." 
Foster- 1 2.00 61e, 
Harwell- 1 1.00 (> 
Lynn- 1 . 2.00 LS.I'" 
"Boring lectures. Tough grader. 
Good content." 
Mowris- 1 3.00 
"Very tough grader, but 
reasonable." 
Sprouse- 1 2.00 
"Out of class early every day. 
Doesn't know a whole lot." 
V. Bretand- 1 4.00 IJ 
"Hard grader, but if you do what 
she asks, an 'A'." 
Honors English Comp 
Hammontree 1 0.00 
"She seems to think its the only 
class the students have. 
Preoccupied with homosexual 
sex." 
Creative Writing .:...-;:> 
Emery- 1 0.00 _ 
"Nerd with no brain. Dangerous." 
Hoffman- 1 4.00 I 
"Always ready to help a student. 
Knows how to get creativity 
flowing." 
Pobo 4.00 
"Creative and fun, a great learning 
expirience." 
English Masterpieces 
Francisco 1 4.00 
Powell- 1 4.00 
"Best teacher I've had at VT." 
English Masterpieces 
Kelly 1 4.00 
"Made even Victorian poetry 
interesting." 
Lewis- 4.00 
Pobo 1 4.00 

. Amer Masterpieces 
Papke- 1 3.00 
"Humorous, knowledgeable." 
Amer Masterpieces 
Pinckney- 1 4.00 
"Good reading, open lecture, 
extremely fair grading." 
Simpson 2 3.00 + 
"Very hard in grading papers.'! 
"Easiest class ever." 
Black Literature 
Hodges 1 4.00 . I 
Lit of Western World 
Gill 1 4.00 li1!J 
"Good teacher, difficult to get the 
point." 
Intro to Drama 
Burghardt 2 4.00 
"Very hard, but worth it." 
Honors Intro to Drama 
Sanders 1 4.00 
"Unbelievable knowledge of . 
material, always had interesting 
lectures." 
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2670 ~:~ Poetry 1 4.00 I 
"Easy." 0 
Tschantz 1 0.00 .:;.. 
"For this lady, a poem has only one 
meaning- hers. She grades papers 
in a similar manner." 

2690 Intro to Film Studies 
Holtzclaw 1 4.00 
"Knew material well." 

3136 Browning, Arnold, and Hopkins 
Goslee 1 0.00 . - 2. . 
"Boring, tells jokes that are funny 
only to him." 

3160 Short Story 0 
Cahill 1 0.00 ..:... 
"If you sit in the back of the room, 
you can listen to the other 
lecture." 

3236 Special Themes 
Zomchick 2 3.50 
"Informative, interesting, 
entertaining." 

3310 British Women Writers 
N. Goslee 1 4.00 
"Very interest.ing, very 
stimulating." 

3710 Lit of Eng Bible 
Wheeler 1 2.00 
"Boring, but tests are fair and 
relatively easy." 

3840 Adv Writing 
Bensel-Meyer 1 '4.00 
"Fair and receptive." 

3860 Special Topics 
Dykeman 1 3.00 

4010 Shakespeare 
Wheeler 1 4.00 
"Old man who shuffles and grins." 

4020 Shakespeare fiffl 
Carroll 2 4.00 + d 
"lnte11igent and lively!" "Makes it 
fun, knows what he's talking 
about" 

4250 Adv Fiction Writing 
J. White 1 0.00 2. 
"Bless his heart, he's gone soft in 
the head." 

- 4270 Advanced Poetry Writing 
Smith 1 4.00 
"Always has positive criticism, 
along with negative." 

3860 Special Topics 
Hammontree 1 2.00 
"Makes us buy books and does not 
use them enough." ~ 

ENGINR SCIENCE & MECH 
3010 Seminar 

Carley 1 0.00 
"No useful information here." 

3311 Mechanics of M'l-terials 
Mathews 1 1.00 

9 --
"What can you say about a teacher 
who doesn't use a book." 
Pih 2 0.00 x 2. 

. "He sucks." 
3700 Dynamics 

Kim 1 4.00 x I 
"Really concerned about 
students." 

FINANCE 
3120 Business Finance 

Muhtaseb 1 3.00 
Wachowicz 2 4.00 x 
"Tough, but great." 

3130 Business Finance 
Auxier 1 2.00 +LSp 
Goolsby 1 0.00 
"Sucks. Bad attitude." 

£ 
3510 US Financial System 

Delozier 1 3.00 
"Goes out of his way to help." 
Johnson 2 3.00 x J~ 
"Laid back, good conversational 
style." 
Vines 1 4.00 

411 0 Investment Anal 
Burnie 1 0.00 9 -"Absolute worst." 

4120 Portfolio Anal 
Trimble -1 0.00 
"He is so over your head. Has 
"short man's complex: ' 

4515 Financial Markets and Institutions 
Trimble 1 3.00 til 
"Has' little mercy, tests are a 
bitch." 

4650 Financial Management 
Shrieves 1 3.00 
"Rip Van Winkle's little brother." 

4840 Real Estate Investment 9 
Goolsby 1 · 0.00 _ 
"Worthless, should be shot." 

FRENCH 
1120 Elem French 

Cebiko 1.00 
"Meaningless, useless." 

1130 Elem French 
Mullins- 1 4.00 
"Never a dull moment." 

2130 Intermed French . 
Rabot 1 0.00 
Stribling- 1 4.00 
"Good looking." 

3430 Intermed Comp and Conversation 
Williamson 1 4.00 I 
"Difficult class. Enjoys explaining 
to students, makes info clear." 

GEOGRAPHY-
1610 Intro to Geography 

Jacobi- 13.00 
"Can make dull points 
interesting." 
Schmudde 1 3.00 
"Doesn't test over the study guides 
he hands' out." 

1620 Intro.to Geography 
Pulsipher 2 3.50 
"Very interesting, culturally 

. expanding." 
1820 Geog Natural Environ 

Hammond 1 0.00 
"Boring, very sleepy." 

1830 Geography of Natural Environ 
Shmudde 1 1.00 \) 

2130 Economic Geography 
Ralston 3 3.33 
"Hard grader, but humorous." 

6230 Seminar 
Bell 1 3.00 
"One cool dude, an urban cat." 

GEOLOGY 
1010 Gen Geology I 

Labotka 1 1.00 
"Bad sense of humor." 

i020 Gen Geology II 
Delcourt 1 1.00 
"Mono tonal, uninitiated." 
Foreman- 1 0.00 
"Sucks rocks." 

1030 Gen Geology 
McKinney 
"Great legs." 

4.00 

2310' Res Crisis fiffl 
Misra 1 . 4.00 lUP 
"He wrote the book, a nice guy." 

3180 Mineralogy 
Labotka 1 2.00 
"A living hell, but I learned 
something." 

3330 Geology of East Tn IiIit. 
. Byerly 1 4.00 lL!l' 

"Lots of camping trips." 
3360 Stratigraphy fiffl. 

Driese 1 4.00 lUl' 
"Very thorough. llearned a lot." 

GERMAN 
1 i30 Elem German 
. Ratliff 1 4.00 

"Makes practicalleaming the 
goal." 
Underwood 2.00 
"She's British, that's cool." 

1518 Honors German 
Mellor 1 4.00 
"Made me feel comfortable in 
class." 

0-.75 .76-1.5 

-
2120 ~~~ed Germ~ 4.00 II 

"Good sense of humor." 
2130 Intermed German 1iIit.. 

Hodges 1 4.00 JLJl' 
3130 Intro to German Lit 

Ritzenhoff 1 3.00 .J~ 
GRAPHICS 
1420 Engr Graphics 

Chu 1 3.00 ~ 
"Cool guy, hard quizzes." 

1420 Engr Graphics II 9 
Duke 1 0.00 _ 
"Has a screwed-up grading system. 

. Plays favorites." 
HISTORY 
1510 Western Civ I 0 

Bing 1 0.00 .:. 
. "Unnecessarily tough" 

Haas 8 0.00 x £ 
"Arrogant and hateful. Openly 
ridicules students." "No human 
being so sadistic should be allowed 

. to live." "Hitler born again." IiIit. 
McDonald 1 4.00 + JLJl' 
"For the first time I enjoyed 
History, and learned something." 

1518 Honors Western Civ I , 
Trainer 3 1.33 + \~ 
"Made class a contest between 
teacher and student." "If you think 
you're an honor student, take this 
class and find out." 

1520 Western Civ II LSp 
Chmielew. 1 2.00 
"Funny, but no content" ffliil 
Miller 1 4.00 I!.:!i' 
"Made a boring class interesting." 
Morrow 2 4.00 x I 
"He cares and students respect 
him. His lectures are 
phenomenal." 

2520 History of US 111 4 00 II 
Bohstedt . 
Weathering. 1 4.00 II 
"Used personal experiences, and 
talked from a sociological point of 
view." 

3048 Honors Readings 
Utley 1 4.00 
"An extensive learning 
experience." 

3160 England 1832- Present 
Bohstedt 1 4.00 

3490 Russian History 9 
Chmielewski 1 0.00 _ 
"Makes comments about women, 
calls undergrads stupid." 

3730 History of Germany 
Haas 1 1.00 + 
"Impossible to please." 

3780 Hist of Middle East 
Jennings 1 2.00 
"Indiana Jones type." 

. 3931 US Hist WW II to Present 
Johnson 2 3.50 

4370 US Military History _ 
Johnson 1 4.00 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
2320 Modeling of Ind Proc 

Kirby 4 1.50 
"Incredibly boring in class, and 
extermely hard tests." "Students 
knew more than the prof." 

3440 Quality Control 
Hutchinson 1 3.00 

3610 Human Factors ffliil 
Hungerford 1 4.00 + l1:!1' 
"no effort B." 

3620 Work Methods and Design 
Loveless 1 4.00 

4070 Production System Planning 
Greenwood 2 ' 3.50 Af 
"Boring class, good instructor." 

4200 Production Facilities Planning firih 
Claycomb 1 4.00 It!l' 
"Lets us choose our own project." 

The Lame Manifesto 

qp ~ 11 
1.6-2.5 2.6-3.5 3.6-4.0 

4520 Engr Econ 2 4 00 I 
Doulet . . 

4590 

"Practicle information,. didn't use 
the book." 
Simulation 
Hutchinson 3.00 ~.m 
"Weird." 

JOURNALISM 
2215 Basic News Writing 

Morrow 1 0.00 
"Teacher was a smart-ass and 
graded way too hard." 
White- 1 4.00 

2220 Reporting 
Adamson 4.00 x 

3310 Graphic Arts Journalism 
Barnes 1 0.00 
"Oak Ridge "Nukette."" 

3910 Basic Photography 
Heller 1 4.00 x 
"Fun, but expensive." 

4410 Mass Media and Society 
Miller 2 2.50 
"Grades erratically." 

I 
I 
9 -

5210 Gov't and the Press ffliil 
Stonecipher 1 4.00 I!.:!i' 
"Patient and professional.He was 
genuinely interested." 

MANAGEMENT 
3110 Production Management 

Gomez- 1 4.00 
"Hard teacher" 
Maddox 1 0.00 x 
"Boring, uses too much 
Brylcream." 

3330 Exp in Org Behavior 
Poe- 1 3.00 
"Ambiguous, but fair." 

MARKETING 
3110 Intro to Marketing , 

Bush 2 3.50 x 
"Minimal effort required." 
Wongtada 2 2.00 
"Case study in intro course?" 

3120 Marketing Mgt 
Gundlach 2 3.50 

3310 Marketing Channels 
Shepherd 1 3.00 + 

3510 Marketing Research 
Faulds 2 2.00 
"If you value your sanity, don't 
take him. He's a weasel." 

4140 Sales Force Management 
Gardial 3 3.00 
"Knows material, but is boring." 

4150 Advertising Management 
Schumann 1 3.00 

4610 Market Opportunity Anal 
Woodruff 1 4.00 
"Lots of work, but a meaningful 
class." 

4710 Market Decisions and Strat 
Ayers- 1 3.00 

MATERIALS SCIENCE 
3130 Engr Materials III 

Ashbee 3 0.67 
"Too highbrow for college 
students." "He's too busy to 
teach." 
Borie 1 3.00 
"Easy take home tests." 

MATH 
1540 College Algebra 

G. Keller 1 0.00 
"Negative #$@hole." 
Zorah- 1 0.00 
"Boring jerk, can't teach." 

1550 Intro to Calculus 
Davis 1 4.00 

9 -

9 -
"Makes math fun and easy." 9 
Doss 1 0.00 _ 
"No emotion for students at all." 
Morris- 1 2.00 LSp 

1560 Intro to Clilculus 
Bingham 2 1.50 
"Poor grading system, extremely 
feminine." 
Preston- 1 4.00 
Thurston- 1 0.00 _ 
"Didn't care about students." 

1 
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Zoran- 1· 0.00 
:J ..... Sunil- 2.00 GI l> MICROBIOLOOY POLITICAL SCIENCE 

"Doesn't use the book, or speak "Easy class." 
~ 

2911 Microbes In Action. 2020 Intro to Poli Sci 
£ English." Wade 4.00 x Beck 1 4.00 ~ Cunningham 1 0.00 

1840 Single Variable Calculus 8, / "Straightforward with exams." '..'Exciting world of things that can "Readings don't fit the course 
Dobbs 1 0.00 2868 Honors Multivar. Calculus 

tl:P 
make you shit or get drunk." subject." 

9 "Prof can be a real asshole." 
£ 

Anderson I 4.00 3519 Micro Lab Gorman 0.00 --Jacobshe 1 0.00 4710 Vector Anal 
£ 

Burlage 3.00 JjI "Sarcastic and unhelpful." 
"Caould not speak English." 

Q Harris 3 0.00 3700 Biology of Microorganisms Q 
2510 US Govt and Politics 

lTI!l Bales 1 0.00 x -- "Incoherent lectures, loses train of Beck 1 0.00 ..... Hall 2 4.00 
"Couldn't teach, just read the thought easily, talks to the board." "Too much reading, too many Robinson l ' 2.00 . .6.1.'l:> 
book." "A total dipstick." quizes for a three hour class." "Has a voice like Selma 

1850 Single Variable Calculus 
I 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MUSIC Diamond." 
.Ji{ Dassios- 1 4.00 3330 EngrThermo 1210 Music Appreciation Willis- 3.00 

"Great sense of humor." 
9 Nguyen- 3.00 ~~ Huber 1 3:00 Jjf 2520 US Govt 

Long 1 0.00 "Killer tests but overall you learn "Fun, lively." Gant 0.00 9 ..... ..... 
"Too many brain cells lost in 60s your stuff." 1220 . Music Appreciation 

~ 
"He harrasses students beyond 

drug craze. Rambler." 
II 3520 Thermal Sciences Fraley I 4.00 what is neccessary. His course 

Nash " 2 4.00 Amini 1230 History of Rock & Roll goals are vague, his tests are 
Peterson 1 3.00 J,'f George 2 0.00 £ Young 1 0.00 

,. multiple choice,and purposefully , ..... 
"Knows his math. Irritating sense "Meaningless lectures, impossible "Tests suck." tricky." , 

(, of humor." tests." 3652 Campus Band Welborn 0.50 + 
1860 Single Variable Calculus 3520 Thermal Sciences Sparks 1 2.00 .6.~ "If a student could stay awake in 

Dijkstra 1 3.00 JjI Eddine 5 1.60 ,sp "I like the music. Sparks is a this class, he deserves an "A."" 
"Good lectures and tests, but can't "Poor communicator. Tests too dick." 3130 Pop Culture and Amer Politics 

li1!J speak very well." 
V difficult for allotted time." PHILOSOPHY Fitzgerald 1 4.00 x 

M. El-Duma- 1 0.00 - 3530 Thermal Sciences Q 1510 Intro Philosophy "Best damn teacher in the whole 
"I learned nothing. Didn't explain Ahmed- 1 0.00 ..... Brenkert 1 0.00 PolL Sci dept." 
techniques well." - 3390 Con temp Issues 

6l.'l> 
"Cocky instructor, unconcerned "He should be hanged." 

lm!I Mannar 1 2.00 about students." . Hamlin 2 4.00 Jj) Fitzgerald 3 3.67 
"Flies through the material." 3540 Heat Transfer <,;> "Thought provoking, fascinating "He's not as good as I've heard." 

1868 Honors Single Var. Calculus 
A Amin 2 0.50 - instructor." "One of the best on campus." 

Lenhart 4 3.25 "Something of ajerk." Shapard- 4.00 II 3545 Constitutional Law Series 
Jrnl I "Hard class, in class presentations 3610 Mechanics of Machinery 1511 Human Conditions Scheb/Steph I 4.00 x 

I interesting." Dubey 1 3.00 + .m Vandevate I ' 4.00 II "Teacher encourages students' • 
2840 Multivariable Calculus 

Q "Gives good tests." "Tough, but very helpful. Cares opinions." 
I Harris 1 0.00 ..... 3630 Mechanics of Machinery about students." 3547 Constitutional Law 

Jrnl "Most insecure prof I've ever had. I Q I 
Edmonson- 1 0.00 ..... 1521 Human Condition Waite- 1 4.00 

Calmot explain material" 
£ "Tests were almost totally Cohen 1 3.00 ,.m "Has a great tum-around 

Husch 1 0.00 x unrelated to course material." "Easy." jumper." 
"Unclear, no one can finish his Speckhart 1 4.00 II 3312 American Philosophy . 3790 Contemp Problems 

.6.p exams." 
9 3650 . Intro to Machine Design Davis 1 2.00 ,sp Iredell 1 2.00 

P. Schaffer 0.00 - Kilani- 1 1.00 \~ 3550 Marxism 3803 Early Modem Poli Thought 
Ii· "Advocate of "Darwinian Math." "Twit." Brenkert 2 4.00 l12!l Gorman ~ 1 4.00 

Loves to see people squirm." 3660 Manufacturing Processes 3611 Medical Ethics "Informative and thought 
2850 Multivariable Calculus 

I Holland· 1 2.00 ql> 
Hamlin 1 0.00 Q provoking. Dr. Gorman is a well 

Dydak 2 4.00 "Uncle Ray's "show and tell" was 
..... 

organized and dynamic lecturer." 3690 Philo of Religion 
. "I finally understand." "Gives interesting but could have been Edwards 1 1.00 \) 3804 19 and 20th Ct Pol Thought LSl,'l> sample tests before exams." more instructive." , Contemp Aesthetics Evans I 2.00 ql> 3910 
Guilbault 2 2.50 3910 Engineering Analysis Lavin 1 3.00 ,.m "You'll have to write research 
"Easy to understand, but hard White 1 3.00 + .m "Makes you think too hard about papers." 

£. testing and grading." "Difficult, but fair." nothing." Gorman 0.00 
2860 Multi variable Calculus 4420 Heat Transfer -PHYSICS "Smart-alec know-it-all." 

Stephenson 3 3.33 .m Johnson 1 2.00 ,sp 
1210 Intro Physics PSYCHOLOGY 

"Tries to fit too much in one 
. 

G.J,,? 2500 Gen Psycb "Limited knowledge." Nielsen 2.00 class." 4471 Expir Mech Engr ' Gailar 0.00 ' y Bragdon· 2.00 .6.p -Johnson· 1 "Lies about what is on tests." "Don't go, read the book." 
~\'if 1220 Intro Physics Calhoun 1 3.00 - + 

Lovell 4.00 li2!J "Stiff on grades." 
"\)i "Easy." Henley I 3.00 

1230 Intro Physics '''Good sense of humor. Fun 

McCorkle 4.00 frnJ lectures." 
frnJ 2210 Elements of Physics Van Cleve 3 3.67 + 

King 1 0.00 £ "Makes class interesting." 

2220 Elements of Physics 2520 Bio Foundation of Behavior 
I . Childers 2 2.50 6,ll> Jacobs 3 4.00 

"Makes it clear he ' would rather be "Excellant, informative." "Always 
researching." "Easy; .amusingJy well prepared for class." 

clueless." 2530 Psych as a Social Science 

2320 Fund Physics Henley 2 3.50 ~m 
Bingham 1 2.00 iSp "Awesome for a grad student." ,.m 
Handler 3 1.67 .6.p Shrader 1 3.50 x 

"Material .presented in an "Great lectures, challenging tests." 
interesting, understandable way." 2540 Psych of Indiv 

frnJ ''Teaches well, but tests are living Newton 1 4.00 
hell." 3120 Social Psych 

,sp 
2330 Elem of Physics Sundstrom 2 2.50 

Bingham 2 3.00 .!)i , "Simplistic and boring." 
"Dynamic speaker." "Dreary:" 3150 Psych Statistics 

I Bingham 1 3.00 Jil Herzog 1 4.00 

"Boring, yet straightforward M. Smith 4 4.00 x II 
tests." IJ 

"Every teacher ought to be this 

Thompson 1 4.00 easy." ''Te'sts are design~d to help 
"Took sufficient time to ensure you, not hurt you." 

everyone understood the 3210 Learning and Thinking 
. lrnl material." Malone I 4.00 

3110 Mechanics 3220 Motivation and Emotion 
9 ' Malone 1 3.00 A Thomson 0.00 ..... 

"Terrible text, mumbling "Good lectures. All essay tests." 
instructor," 

http:Bragdon-2.00
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3319 Intro to Research 
Herzog 1 4.00 Jl:1!l 
"Great lectures, fair tests." 

3650 ~i~~ormal Psyc; 4.00 Jl:1!l 

"Learned a lot about people and 
· problems in society." "The only 
man I'd take therapy from." 

. 4870 Con temp Res Behav Women 
Travis 1 3.00 ~ 
"Castrating feminists, but a good 
course." 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
2120 Founders in Religion 

Fitzgerald 1 3.00 Jjf 
"Average." 

3021 Relig Myths and Symbols /\Ie. 
MacWilliams 1 2.00 -....: 

3520 Religion in America 
Harris 2 2.50 LS"l.e. 
"Great lectures, lots of work." 

4103 Independent Study 
Lusby 1 4.00 IfIll 
"One of the most fascinating men 
I've ever known." 

4850 Seminar 
Hackett 1 4.00 ' I 
"Intensely interesting. All RS 
majors should take this." 

SOCIOLOGY 
1510 Gen Sociology ~ . 

Black . 1 3.00 

1520 

3130 

4520 

"Boring speaker." 
Broomfield· 1 4.00 ~ 
"Helped students 24 hours a day.~ 
Champion 1 4.00 lLll' 
"Tells weird stories." 
Coleman· 1 4.00 Jl:1!l 

· Harris 1 1.00 \) 
"Social Interaction cannot be 
taught by a TV monitor." 
0' Conell· 1 2.00 LS,lb 
"Missed mid-term. Tests are 
ambiguous." 
Seals· 1 2.00 
"Too much read and puke." 
Social Probs 
Bidwell 
Black 
Social Psych 
Cable 
Criminal-Justice 

3.00 
4.00 

4.00 

Shover 1 2.00 £Sl.e. 
"Too damn much material for 10 
weeks." 

4930 Social Movements 1iiih 
Cable 1 4.00 ll1l' 

SPAINISH 
1130 Elem Spanish 

Clark 2 3.00 ~ 
"Helps the class with new fashion 
ideas, and besides, who better to 
teach Spanish than a German 
citizen." 
Ramos· 3.00 .lff 

2130 Intermediate Spanish 
Johnson 2 3.50 J" 
"Cares about students." 

SPECIAL ED & REHAB 
3333 Education of the Except Child 

Tedder 1 4.00 lDP 
4120 Ed Ment Ret Child 

Frey 1 4.00 x · I 
"Great sense of humor." 

4230 Corom Proc for Hear Impaired 
Tyler 1 4.00 x Jl:1!l 
"Hard material, but he makes it 
fun to learn." 

SPEECH 
2031 Oral Interpretation 

Julian 1 3.00 .1;1 
2351 Interpersonal Commun 

Ambrester 1 4.00 x Jl:1!l 
"Teacher is interesting, 
entertaining, and concerned." 

2361 Business and J>rofes Speaking fflih 
Yeomans 1 4.00 It&' , 

· "Good instructor, but retiring." 
3031 Nonverbal Comm 

11) 
1.6-2.5 2.6-3.5 3.6-4.0 

Julian 1 4.00 
"Talk about a together teacher-no 
funny business here!" 

STATISTICS 
2100 Prob and Stats 

Evans 2 4.00 x 
"Makes leanung material easy." ,JjI 
Hoopes 1 3.00 x 
Neidert-Rom 1 0.00 £. 
Walker 1 4.00 ~ 

• 311 0 Regression and Correlation 
Legall 1 2.00 qc. 
"Cannot understand his speech." 
Younger 2 2.00 qc. 
"Tricky tests." "Has no teaching 
ability." 

3220 Anal of Time Series 
Romans 2 4.00 

' ''Cares for students." 
3320 Indus Stat II 

Sylwester 1 4.00 
"Clear, easy to understand." 

3450 Prob and Stat fOr Engr 
Thigpen 4 1.50 
"Don't ask him any queStions." 

3460 Prob and Stat for Engr 
Philpot· . 1 4.00 
"Clear, easy to understand." 
Walker· 1 4.00 
"Straightforward exams." 

3550 Random Proc Prob Mode 
Thigpen 1 2.00 
"Hard to understand, rambles, 
unclear." 

4415 Sampling Tech and Theory 
. Wright· 1 4.00 

THEATRE 
1330 Intro to Theatre 

2121 

2221 

Harmon 1 4.00 + 
"Harmon's a blast" 
Acting 
Schario 1 4.00 + 
"Too bad he got fired." 
Stagecraft 
DeCuir 4.00 
"Always ready. and happy to help 
students. Knows his stuff. Loves to 

2252 
answer questions." 
Survey of World Dramas 
Schmitt 2 4.00 x I 
"Fascinating, challenging, 
useful.\He knows how to relate to 
students." 

4217 Theatre Sound 
Corliss 1 0.00 

TRANSPORTATION 
3110 Intro to Transportation 

McCauley· 1 4.00 
"Complete information." 

3115 Intro to Logis tics 
Langley 1 4.00 

4415 Freight Carrier Operations 
Patton 2 3.50 

4820 Current Topics 
Davis 1 4.00 

WOMEN'S STUDIES 
2120 Sex Roles 

White 2.00 
"Passive lecturer, otherwise 
good." 

ZOOLOGY 

£ 

Jl:1!l 

I 
J,1 . 

IfIll 

t¥ 

1138 Honors Fund of Zoo 
Riechert 1 4.00 IfIll 
"Excellent field trips, shares 
research with class." 

2930 Human Physiology 
Whitson 1 4.00, Jl:1!l 
"The best, a great personality." 

2980 Human Anatomy 
Nau· 1 4.00 lDP 
"Brought the material to life and 
cared about the students." 

3050 Embryology 
Shivers 1 4.00 I 
Excellent T A, Randy Brewton 

3080 Principles of Animal Physics 
Liles 1 3.00 .J9 

4014 Immunodiffusion 
Pan 1 4.00 l1!) 
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SPECIAL 
Internal Modem 

It'sancither 

ZlJ(:I{I:I~I~O~~I~I) 
This internal 1200 baud Z-Modem is a half-card. With both 
a UART and microprocessor in only one chip, the' Z

. Modem has auto switch capabilities allowing back and 
forth adjustment between 300 and 1200 frequencies. It is 
fully Hayes-compatible and works with all IBM PC, XT, AT 
and compatibles. Complete with PC Talk III Software, it 
features pulse/tone dialing, auto dial and auto answer 
capibilities. . 

LI ST 169.00 
Mention This 
Ad For ljALL TOLL FREE (IN TN) 

KNOXVILLE 
[I ~AK RIDGE -

$80 While 
Supplies 

Last 

1-800-626-2995 
(615) 691-2014 
(615) 483-4145 

I 
I 
I 

I I ~I' I Dataworld'S 

L---==:= 11111: - /U - - T - "0 -=-==::'JJ L.:::=~=~~~~~":'~! .11 .•• _. · • - ••• (., == • - • • .... ~..... :.S:-:,o,-?----=..:~:...-..,--,----I 

We're making some people 
very; ve angry ... 

Our Competition ! 
• Quality Copies • Macintosh Rental 
• Resumes • Passport Photos 
• Typing • Business Cards 

• Instructor Publishing & Manuals 

GRAPHIC CREATIONS 
CORNER OF 17TH & CUMBERLAND 

BEHIND VOL TEXTBOOKS 
522-6221 522-MAC1 
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TheUTK Bored 0 
Game // ~-.--~ 

You've See~ The j' 
Movie .":- , .j I , ,.,.""., 
You've Read '. 
the Book, . I 
You'V& . / 
Lived It- / j 

Now Play / 
the Game! 

~ 

. RULES: 
Object: To graduate 

owing the least money. 
Needed: One six-sided 
die.One penoy for each 
, player. 

Get ReadY: Cut out game 
pieces on opposite page, 

cut out player icons and tape 
to peonies to make player 

markers. 
Game Pieces: For this game, 

loans are always available. 
Get loan, get equal amount 

of money. 
Board Squares: Every time you 

pass a @ icon, collect your 
salary as determined by first 

couple 0' squares. Every time you 
pass a ~ icon, pay tuition 
~. as noted. 

Tuition goes up 12% each school 'year' . 
Start: Each player gets 1000, dollars, 

1 bag of cocaine and 1000 loan. 
Graduation: First one to graduate g~ts 

$10,000 'Grad Present'., 



50 e5 50 50 ~. 50 50 €9 50 
BANKOFUT BANKOFUT BANK OF UT 

-
25 ~ 25 25 €'b 25 25 @ 25 

BANKOFUT BANKOFUT BANKOFUT 

25 @ 25 25 e9 25 25 @ 25 
BANKOFUT BANKOFUT BANK OF UT 

. 100 €E3 100 : 100 €'b 100 100~100 
BANKOFUT BANKOFUT BANKOFUT 

100 ~ 100 100~ 100 100 ~ 100 
BANK OF UT BANKOFUT BANK OF UT 

50 €'a) 50 
BANKOFUT 

25 @ 25 
BANKOFUT 

25 @ 25 
BANK OF UT 

100 ~ 100 
BANK OF UT 

100 €'b 100 
BANKOFUT 
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The UTK Bored Game Pieces 

LOAN LOAN LOAN 

-y~~ 
LOAN c y 
$1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 

, ,-
i ' 

LOAN 

Y 'i,c 
LOAN 

Y 
$5,000 $5,000 ~ $10,000 . $10,000 

.i " i I- ; ,. i " 
$1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 

500 €'b500 500e'9500 . 

-I -I -1,-1 BANKOFUT BANK OF UT 

$1,000 ~ 
BANK OF UT 

$1,000~ 
BANK OF UT 

$1,000 0) 
BANK OF UT 

. $1,000 @ 
HANK OF UT 

. Player Markers (See Rules) ~ 8iE 
Ar.,!~-~· ~~~Jt;' , ,8;"" ~{ \.' 0\3.1 r2~=- ,~~ (2Jt:-·. ~~ . :: I " ~ . ~ " , 
\ . ~" . 1,/ . I -, ' 

$5,000 $5,000 $10,000 $10,000 

Z(M,' < ' o . 
~ 

Y:) 

~ YOU NEED MORE PIECES, PHOTOCOPY THISPAGE 

"Holy superheroes, 
!latman! We'.ve got to 
get to Collector's Choice 
before F all Quarter 
starts!" 

rCBLLECTDR"S 
(ECHDICE 

MOVIE POSTERS • COMICS 
~ GAMES· BASEBALL CARDS 

ROCK POSTERS 

BUY! SELL! TRADE! 
1835 Cumberland Avenue 

546-2665 

I 

1 

I 
1 
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I'm Sick 
I'm sick of the-black dude 
who masturbates in public 
for girls 
on the comer of 12th and Laurel 

I'm sick of fat in-bred cops 
who snicker at girls, 
who are tired of looking at strange 

penises 
for breakfast, 
as if to say 
"educated women deserve it" 

I'm sick of people who call black 
men 

dudes 
and white dudes 
guys' 
and french movies 
flicks 
and American films 
reality 

. I'in sick of Hollywoodites 
who make money off the Vietnam 

War-
filmed in South America with 

Hollywood brats 
and catsup for blood 
telling us what's real 
and what's not 
and everyone believing it 

I'm sick of New Yorkers 
who don't believe 
that Iowa exists 
when most of them come from there 

anyway 
and trend mongers from the West 
. Coast 
who don't remember anything prior 

to 1982 -
and think that everyone except 

themselves 
is out of it 

I'm sick of people who confuse 
Ollie North's lies with truth 
and perceive Donna Rice 
as nice 

and can't tell you a thing 
about Harvey Milk 
or Martin Luther King 

I'm sick of schmucks who sneak aid 
. to the Contras 
and sneaky aides who slither for 
Reagan 
and AIDS killing people 
like nats 

I'm ,sick of people making disease 
instead of love 
following trends 
instead of their hearts 
making money 
instead of friends 
and everyone, everywhere 
saying no 
to all the wrong things 

I'm sick of the 4O-year-olds 
who tell us to drink bottled water 
and eat French cheese that looks and 

feels 
' like snot 
and who think we really care 
whether they have it all 
or not 

I'm sick of the fact 
that- an entire black community 
dwells just east of Magnolia 
and whites in Knoxville don't even 

know it 

I'm sick of segregation 
and discrimination 
and sexism 
and Wall Street 

I'm sick of longing for the beach 
and the Northern Lights 
where crabs walk backwards for 

centuries 
and God does MTV ' 
in the sky 

I'm sick of being sick 
I can't wait fOI: the 80's to end 

~B Stang 
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God: . . 

That (load Natured Ole' Tyrant 
Doug Collins 
The Lame Monkey Manifesto 

Do you know any fundamentalist 
Christians? If you do, since they would 
not (or maybe could not) read the Lame 
Monkey Manifesto, please read this to 
them and write down any intelligible 
response. 

I would like to pose a question to the 
fundies of the world. For the sake of 
argument, I offer four postulates with 
which I am sure they will agree: , 

Postulate 1: God exists. 
Postulate 2: God is omnipotent 
Postulate 3: God is omniscient. 
Postulate 4: God is omnibenovolent. 
Now, given these postulates, how is 

it that there is evil in the world? 
Now don't give me any drivel about 

higher good or free will. In the first 
place, we've already postulated 
omnipotence and . omniscience. 

Omniscient means all-knowing. An 
omniscient God knows everything. He 
knows that when he creates the universe 
that many years later I would yearn for 
the power to create Michelob Classic 
Dark from ,water. Pi can equal twelve 

for all I care. 
Combine these two attributes of 

God. Not only cap. God do anything, but 
he knows all of the results of anything 
He does. Therefore, He must have 
intended that everything that has 
happened, should have happened. "As it 
was in the beginning, so it is now, and 
ever shall be." We are no more free to 
choose the path that God knows we will 
follow than water is free to choose to 
run downhill. From this it is plain to see 

, that God did, in fact, elect Ronnie , -
Reagan to the Presidency. Which casts 
doubt on our last postulate, omni
benevolence. 

"He said, 'Vote Republican'!" 

Therefore God, if he chooses, can 
: combine higher good, free will and the 
: absence of evil. If God is 
lomnibenevolent, then he must so 
choose. For those to whom these 
conclusions are not intuitively obvious, 
let us elucidate. . 

Omnipotent means all-powerful. An 
omnipotent God can do anything. He 
can create the universe, make Michelob 
Classic Dark from water or make pi 
equal to three. There is nothing beyond 
the scope of His power (much like a 
UfJ'M Administrator). 

(7~(7actl . 
• CHECKING YOUR BRA 

FOR A PROPER FIT 
Noti£e any bulgesoverthejront 
or sides of your bra? Maybe 
you've got a cup that's too 
smali--::erabra band tkal's too 
tight. A 'hJl,e of thumb" for 
telling whether or not your bra 
bandjits correctJ.y is: try to slip 
your thumb underneath. it. if 
you can do so comjortdbly, the 
jitisjine. 

If God is trulY.,omnibenevolent, then 
there should be no evil in the world. He 
has no need to test us, for he already 
knows our strengths and weaknesses. 

Hollywood Glamour? 
He has no need to purify us in the fires. 
of adversity, for He could have made us 
from the purest Mississippi mud. 

Therefore, either I am wrong in 
seeing evil (godless Communism, 
murderous Contras), or God is lacking 
one of the three traditional postulates or 
Postulate i is incorrect. One of the 
following must be true: 

1. God does not exist; 
2. God cannot do everything; 

. 3. God does not know everything; 
or 

4. God is a liar and a murderer, no 
better than an:y other powerful tyrant. 

Which do you believe? . 

LIMITED EDITION 

Lame Monkey Manifesto 
---- T-Shirts ----

AS SEEN ON T.V. 
While Supplies Last 

Drop by Universal Printing to place your order today! 
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The Continuing Adventures of 
< 

hoid Mary 
& 
The Sponge Pagoda 
Christoper Gray 
The Lame Monkey Manifesto 

paper towel does even when wet. Only 
I'd be usin' mah brain. 

I liked this idea. ' 
Hey y'all. My name is Mary. I used Dr. Merkovitch sat me down one 

to work for the Detroit Public Schools day and said I had a gift., 
System, but my home has always bin "Thanks, Doc, but I don ' t take gifts 
Knoxville, Tennessee wore I grew up. I from men I work fer," I said: 
left that job up north when all the lil'o "No," he said. "No, you've already 
kiddies died of typhoid and I got a job got the gift. You wore barn with it. Ye 
with the Federal Government. - Said might say God gave it to you." 
they'd been watching me a bit and I had ' I don't like no one, not even a 
talent, they did. I said, "Hell, I ain't that Govet'ment man to blaspheme. 
great ova cook." But they didn't want "What ya mean, Doc?" 
me to cook... "Mary," he said. "Mary, did you like 

I 'member the day well. It was right those kiddies you cooked for 
' after a couple ' 0 downright nasty Detroit?" 
parents from thePee-Tee-Aaaa wore "Why shure, Doc. They 
bitchin and complain'n that I had average kids." 
sumthing to do with their .children up "Are you sure, Mary? This is very 
and dying: They said I wuz just iike a important." 
cook they had back in the nineteen "Doc, ya know these kids' nowadays. 
hundreds, one a Miss Mary Mellon who All they do is w'atch that Emm-TV and 
gave all their kids the pox or something spin on their heads. Sometimes I think 
like about that. Said they locked her up they shake somethang loose. Sometimes 
for murder and that they'd be a getting I think what little shits and wastes they 
me too. Damn do-gooders, thinking they are, just eatin ' and ~hittin ' and playing 
can make their little drug freaking thar music and riding skateboards. They 
.kiddies go straight by locking up the don' t care about a thing. I tell them and 
school cook. Sakes alive! Parents are so tell them and ask them nicely, and what 
god blame strange now-a-days. do they do? What do they do!?" 

A man in a grey flannel suit and mirr- "What, Mary?" 
erd sunglasses and looking perty official "They still leave thar bubble gum on 
interupted, took me aside and said he their lunch trays, that's what. Doc, you 
was ,sent to offer me a position in ess- ever see what happens to bubble gum on 
pion-age. He said the Russkies wore up trays when it goes through the dish 
to no good and Uncle Sam needed me to washur?" 
-save th,e world. I thought he was crazy. "No, Mary." 
He said I'd be making $20,000 a year "It goe,s all over and sticks 
and see the world and I said, "Brothet, ever'thang, that's what it does!" 
you've got yourself a cook," and that's "You don't say?," he said. 
when they sent me off to The Farm to "Yes," I said. 
'learn to be a memory napkin. "Mary, J think that you gave all 

I dunt know why they call it a farm. those tikes typhoid fever 'cause you 
. There ain't no horsees or chickuns or were angry with 'em. Mary, you're what 

pigs or nuthin like you'd fmd on a real we call , a sea-Iect-ive path-o-genic 
farm. All they got is big, cow-eatin, test- carrier and you give people you don't 
tost-er-one, go-rill-e-ah men with guns like the typhoid fever. We're not sure 
and bombs and piana wire all sneaking how people like you do it, Mary, but 
round and breakill thangs. I kept asking believe me when I tell you it's a very 
where the kitch'un was, but they 'd rare gift. Mary, you killed all those kids. 
wouldn't let me do a damn thing. All Killed them dead." 
they wanted me to do was to shoot elee- I got real quite there for a minute. 
phant guns and the like. I said, "Hell, I Those Pee-Tee-Aaa parents wore right. I 

, ain ' t no Mae Bell running around did kill all those kids. I gave them the 
shooting up the wild west," and they Fever. . 
just smiled , and told me to live with it "What happens is that they git 
until I met Dr. Merk-o-vitch. rashes, sahr th'roat and their guts swell 
_ Dr. Bernie Merkovitch was 'a short, up until they die. It' s slow and very 

bald-like man with a fore-an accent. He painful," he said. 
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Big Kitty Skyline Trevor Blake ©1987 

JOIN 
The Friends of The Lame' Monkey 

An Exciting New U'fTM Sanctioned Student Organization 

Help Short-Circuit the University from Within! 
Exciting! • Impress Your Gal or Guy· Too Much Fun! 

Practical experience in Sales ! Paste-Up! Writing! Schizophrenia! 

. First Meeting , 
OCTOBER 6,1987 

. 7:30 PM ~ 
SAM & ANDY 'S (BACK ROOM) 

"Are you now or have you ever been a card carrying supporter o/The Lame Mollkey MOIIifesto?" 
told me I had talent and I said, "Doctor, Were those parents really goin to "L-_____ __________________ -'---___ --.J 

how the hell do you know? They lock me up? Was I a wanted crim-i-nal? During , the flight I practized my research fell as died of cardiac arrest, car 
haven't let me touch a-pan since ah got memory napkin techniques by makin wrecks, and carbon monoxide 
here," 'cause I was angry about it. He "Now we think that, with practice, the stewardess forgitwhat drinks ev-one poisoning. Guess it don ' t pay if you 're 
said ev-thing was alright and he just you can control the, gestation and wanted, then I gave two yankees in too smart about certain things. 

, wanted to teach me a few things which terminal progession of the disease, but flowered shirts the fever. I was a little i It seems some higher up got a 
would make me a better cook. Or right now we think your ability to aim is scared. J had never lakin a plane trip thinking that this was too dangerous a 
sumthing. ' already fairly developed." before. thing to actually have 'cause then the 

That's when my classes began. "Doc, YQU mean to say I killed all I opened my vanilla envelope enemy might steal it, so the Good Idea _ 
That's wore I learned how to squint my those kiddies up.in Detroit?" marked "Top Secret". I read what was was to have just one and not let anyone 
eyes, wiggle my nose and imagine Elvis "Yes, Mary. You feelin ' guilty?" inside: know about it. If the enemy got one on , 
breakin his gee-tar. He said that if I did "StIucks no. I'd do it again, the little "Mary, your mission, should you thar own, we had one too, in storage all 
it just right, I mean in just the best ah bastards, " and Dr. Bernie Merkovitch choose to accept it, is to recover the ready to make more. Only ours got took 
ways, then I could stop people from and I became fast friends . Hyper Accelerator Lazer from the by little yellar people and we needed it 
thinking thangs. I'd 'be a memory It was about this time I began to Japanese. It was stolen from our back 'fore they passed it on to the 
napkin and could soak up people 's· ·suspect they didn't want me to cook fer Dangerous Weapons Facility in Bailey Russkies. That's why I was on that 
thoughts just like the quicker-picker- 'em. Falls, West Virginia. Good luck." plane to A-Shoo-Too. 
upper paper towel on T.V. He said that I read all the other thangs in the Our double-agent-informant type 
once I get really good then I can hold up When I got off the air-o-plane in A- envelope. Seemed like after it was said it was probably stolen by Hee-Ra-
coffee cups and thangs just like the Shoo-Tu, Japan I was ready for action. designed and they'd built one, all the Continued Next Page 

.. 
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Typhoid Mary & the Sponge Pagoda 
Cont'd from Page 11 
Woo, an international arms merchant 
and god fer-saken bad guy, so I thought 
I'd pay him a social call as soon as I 
arrived. 

Thar's just one real interesting thing 
I saw stepping off into a fer-an country 
like this. I was in the airport gift shop 
gettin some postcards to mail to those 
Pee-Tee-Aaa mommies, when next to 
the Tee-shirts I saw something most 
interesting. It was a little Japanese house 
made of sponge. It was a sponge 
pagoda. It got me a thinkin, so 1 bought 
one. 

Sometimes if yer listening to the 
radJo or looking at some Pic-asso or 
Van Gobi sort of painting, all of a 
sudden-like you see something about 
the world that you never saw before. 

, That's what I felt when I saw that 
sponge pagoda It was lime green. It had 
a plass-tic wrapper. 

I got a taxi-cab to Hee-Ra-Woo'z 
house outside of town, rang the bell and 
went on in. A fat summa-wrestler type 
said I couldn't see him, and I got real 
pissed and told him, _ "Listen, fat boy, 
you just tell Mister Woo that he's in a 
heap of trouble with the U.S. of A. and 
if he don't see me now, I'm gonna come 
back later and slap him redder than a 
baboon's arse." I was fer-ee-ous. Athee
ist little commie symps give me the 
willies. 

He went and left for a minute to talk 
with some other silly baboon-type and 
then said "Zo zorry, Miss. Pleez dis 
weh," with his crazy fer-an accent. 

Next thing ya know I was sitting in 
front of Charlie Chan hisself. He wore 
his white suit and sat behind a big desk 
trying to look like some Shee-cog-o Maf
e·o-so. He looked like right out of a 
Kung-Foo drive-in movie. -

"What is so vunny, Miss? I am a 
very busy mahn and dohn't have much 
time." _ 

"Darn tootin' you don't have much 
time, buster," and I slipped him the 36 
hour fever. "You're gonna regret ever 
having heard of lazer thangs, big boy." , 

"What do you wahnt. I am honest 
exportuh," he lied. 

I was imagining Elvis playing his 
Gee-tar. 

"If you wahnt money, we c;lhn deal. 
But flrst, what have you to deal with?," 
he said. 

-Elvis was a strumming a fatal 
chord. 

"You remember that drink you just 
had, Woo boy?," and the Gee-tar 
snapped right in two. 

"No ... wait. .. yeahus. That drink I 
just had," soaked the napkin. 

"It was poisun! You'll die a slow 
and herrible death unless I get the Hyper 
Accelerator. If ya play dirty, you don't 
get no antidote. You don't give me the 
Lazer and the design plans fer it and you 
don't get no antidote. Get the picture, 
He Rah?" 

He then called me a whole mess of 
bad things, but I didn't care none. When 
you're an international ess-pion-age 
agent, ya expect it. 

I went to my hotel and laid round ~e 
swimmun pool gazing at some good 'ole 
boys from America doing laps, when 
old Woo got a belly-aching and gave me 
a call. Typhoid fever is a great disease. 

"You have antidohte?," he asked. 
"Yep, I have the antidote," I lied. 
"O.K., we deal. Meet me at Public 

Health Museum in an hour and bring 
antidote." 

Hoor-ay!, I thought. Or rather Hee
RahL .. Woo! I had this sucker licked. ' 

A-Shoo-Tu has a Public Health 
Musuem wore all the great doktors un 
dentists and the like have little wax 
statue shrines devoted to thar past 
medical greatness. Woo hadn't shown 
up yet, so I had me a look about. There 
was a life size flgure of Louis Pasteur 
and Dr. Jonas Salk. There was a wax 
statue of a Japanese Samauri-Doc 
dressed up like a Sho-gun with a sward 
in one hand and a test tube in the other. 
And darned if in one corner there wern' t 
a life size wax statue of the King 
himself, all in white and holding his gee
tar. 'Cording to the plaque on the wall I 
was reading, Elvis' foundation gave a 
lot of money to study radiation after the 
war. 

Out of the dimly lit darkness I 
heard: 

"Are voo, Mary?'" 
"Are voo, Woo?," I asked back. 
"Did voo bring antidohte?," he 

asked. 
"You bring the toys, Woo?" 
"Here is da Lasuh and hear uh the 

secret plans," he said and set down on 
the ground a big black briefcase, opened 
it pulled out what my gun coach called a 
Browning 9mrn auto pistol, only it had a 
bunch of tubes Urt wares hanging out of 
it. 

"Does it werk, Woo?," I asked. 
"Of caurse," and he pointed the gun 

at Louis Pasteur, pulled the trigger and a 
purple beam of light flew accross the 
room and and turned poor Louis to a 
molten pile of steamed cheese. It was 
like out of a God-zila movie. ' 

"Vury good, Woo," I said and 
picked up the plastic folder with a wax 
seal that said "Top Secret". Inside wer 
the plans for the Hyperaccelerator. It 
was still sealed so I was sbure it was the 
only copy. 

Woo put the gun back in the case, 
closed her up and slid it over to wore I 
stood. 

"Alright, Woo. Good doin' business 
,with ya. See ya 'round", and I tossed 
him an unmarked bottle of aspirin. 

"V now have I da 
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antidohte, vhy should let I you leave?" 
He was speaking fore-an gibberish, 

but I knew what he meant. 
"Deal's a deal, Woo. Don't be no 

God-blame turncoat." 
He just leaned back on his white 

soled shoes and said "Take Her." 
From nowhere itself appeared a Nin

jar dressed all in black and waving a 
huge sam-or-ai sward and moving 

and that: it floated in midair! 
He had nothing to swing at 
hisself! ' 

Dancing to the Jailhouse Rock! 
My sword slid home right through 

his chest and stuck him to the dietry aids 
display. I grabbed the briefcase and took 
off. 

Dancing to the Jailhouse Rock! 

toward$ me. , I tried to open the I was on the plane back to the States 
briefcase, but it was locked! that I began to think about this whole 

I dove behind Dr. Jonas Salk as the thing. I got out my lime-green sponge 
sward came down a cleaved his head in pagoda and sat it down on my pull
two. I had but once chance left. I started down air-o-plane lunch tray. 
humming .!ail ~~. I could go back: to the Federal 

Went to a party at the County Jail! Government a h'ero, but then, now 
The Nin-jar was right on top of me. I maybe I'mjust a bit too smart about this 

slid round the side and kicked Nin-jar in Laser thing and I'll end up like the 
the jewels. I had to con-cen-trate. ' research fellers. I ain't ·stupid. 

The Prison Band was There and Ya know, People are a lot like 
They Began to Wail! sponge pagodas. They usually just sit 

He grunted and swung round and wore they wore put by fate and soak up 
sliced Salk in two at the waist. all sorts of troubles in their puddles of 

The band was Jumping and Began to upsetedness. 'Fore long you flnd youself 
Swing! ninety years old and you've bin 

I ran out from behind Salk's torn unhappy the whole time. Because 
body and lept behind the wax statue of you've just soaked it in and looked to 
Elvis. Concentrate! , the next day for things to get better. -

You Should have Heard 'that Jailbird They never do. 
Sing! Now you may think it's a bit odd for 

The Nin-jar's sward came down on this 'ole maid to be philozophizing upon 
Elvis splitting him in two and snapping a sponge pagoda and all and I don't 
his gee-tar to matches. My napkin was blame ya none. It sure beats shaving 
on flre! your head or readin romance novels. I 

Let's Rock! Everybody, Let's Rock! sat around near all my life 'fore 
Using my napkin powers, I grabbed Merkovitch and the boys woke me up 

the was samauri-scient's sward from and got me thinkin: still things ain't any 
accross the room and slung it at the Nin- better now, they're just different. 
jar man. "Look, Woo! No hands!," I I'm getting off this plane in San Fran 
screamed. The Nin-jar was bedazzled and hitchin to Canada, then I don't 
and raised his sword just in the nick off know what. But one thangs for sure: 
time to turn my first swing. r've got the Fever, the Laser and the 

All over the whole cell block! I Memory Napkin. I ain't soaking up no 
I " it at him agin and agin - more. 

See 
Marilyn Monroe 

On The Strip 
,COL.LECTDR'S rr CHOICE, 

POSTERS -,BASEBALL CARDS 
COMICS - GAMES - PHOTOS 

BUY! SELL! TRADE! 
1835 Cumberhind Avenue 

546-2665 
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e Ed Boling Scrapbook . 
We will always miss him, tho we know he not far, * sigh* 

C -
Great 

men often 
come from 
humble be
ginnings and 
former Presi
dent Ed Bol
ing is no 
different.. 

If . Andy 
Holt has an 

avenue . named after him, we 
would like to nominate Ed for the 
same honor. Such as Boling Lane 
or Boling Alley. Or something ... 

, 

With Peppie the Magic Skunk, Age 6 

Dr. Torch Screw 
The Lame Monkey Manifesto 

. I am tired of paying the University 
of Tennessee to NOT provide parking! 
Did you realize that a major portion of 
the budget for the S.S. of UT (Safety 
and Security, - that is) comes· from 
parking tickets? Is it any wonder that the 
Administrators of Safety and Security 
(let's call them AS.S.es) do not try their 
utmost to solve the ' chronic parking 
shortage? Ample parking would cost 
them money! What we need to do is 

"I Like Driving in Circles" 

,provide a counter-incentive. No, not 
rampant violence in the streets (not yet, 
anyway). Our legislature for this 
wonderful State of Tennessee has 
provided us with a peaceful weapon, a 
weapon that strikes where their blood 
runs deepest orange-their pocketbook! 

Tennessee Code Annotated Section 
4-507 et. seq. (which means "and 
following") provides that students who 
desire a hearing on any number of 

"Books Don't Balance! Write more tickets!" 

AS.S.es, we.can conclude 
that anything which costs 
money will make the 
AS.S.es upset. This is 
what I mean by a counter
incentive. 

So, fellow students, if 
you would like to end the 

. incentive for maintaining 
the current parking short
age, when you get a ticket 
(and you will, you ba-a-a-d 
student) DON'T SIGN 
ANYTHING AT ALL and 

things, including parking tickets, may ask for an AP.A (Administrative 
have a hearing in accordance with the Procedures Act) hearing. It doesn't cost 
provisions of T.C.A sections 4-514 you anything, they won't tell you about 
through 4-526. This hearing is NOT the it and it's time we made the AS.S.es 
Kangaroo court which has for years pay! 
been forced upon us by the AS.S.es, but I would like to thank Richard Pope 
is a trial-type hearing. before an -for his help with the research for this 
impartial hearing examiner. More article. I, however, will remain 
important than the fairness of the trial completely anonymous, so that I may 
(because admit it, most of you are guilty continue my efforts and remain in your 
as sin) is the fact that these hearings cost loyal serVice. 
the AS.S.es money. Do ~ "-
you start to get the ..J n .. 

picture? 
That's right, kids. If 

everyone requests one of 
these hearings, then the 
AS.S.es will no longer be _",LIt'·:~~i··":' 
making money by not J,:a~f!IP''I''':;Dt 
providing parking, they 
will be losing money. fIij~;;!;;~~Ii~i 
Since we know that 
money is · what makes the ____ ~.r_ 

marble shine, and shiny "Ii~~1!! 
marble is dear to the" 

I wonder why the 
current Student Govern
ment has not persued this 
issue? Is this too hot for 
even them to touch? Is 
there more at work than a 
few beurocrats who don't 
want to see the problem? Is 
there anything that can be 
bought for the Student's 
good and not just UT's 
image? Do I smell the rank 
odor of cowardice? Surely 
not, but we shall see. 

The Lame Monkey Manifesto 

Top Theories Why the 
UT Parking Problem 
Has Not Vet Been 
Solved 

Belief that backs tabbing, cut
throat competition for parking 
spaces every day will breed good 
politicians and televangelists for 
the future. 

Parking spaces take up valuable 
land that could be better used for 
huge, grotesque pieces of .. 
artwork. 

A large, on campus parking lot 
might dash all hopes for a future 
alumni golf course, where the 
annual "Jack Reese - Big Orange 
Screw Open" will be held. 

Calculations show that the 
weight from exactly one more 
parking lot full of cars would 
cause the campus to be sucked 
down into the loins of a huge 
underground cave. 

Fear of unjustly being forever 
branded a popular 
administration. 

-Mark Spadafino 

--
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Tune In, Turn On and Read Further 
Tim Glazner 
Lam~ Monkey Drugs Columnist 

I( seems my last article raised 
something of a brew (Ha Ha). I brew-ha
ha-ed myself. But if there was anyone 
confused about my. article or the ideas 

expressed in it, I take this time now to 
clear- things up. 

To begin with, there is no such thing 
as limited freedom. Nothing says that to 

be free you have to do everything 
-available, but to be free you have to do 
whatever you truly want. Timothy Leary 
gave us the Code of Freedom which 
says "1. I will not interfere with another 
person's right to turn on. II. I will not 
force or subvert anYQJle into turning 
on." So, as long as my freedom doesn't 
interfere with your freedom, all is 
permitted 

Secondly, the hippies of the 60's 
were not drugged up . freaks having 
promiscuous sex, but turned on, tuned in 
flower children sharing free love. The 
idea that they didn't or don't care about 
themselves or the country is ludicrous. 
The opposite is the case. Those hippies 
were always the protestants. Whether it 
was the war, nuclear weapons or civil 
rights, they were and are the active 
,advocates of personal and public 
freedom, because freedom is something 
they have whole-heartedly felt. 

Thirdly, drugs are not an escape 
from reality. Television is an escape 

How Condoms Can Save 
Your Eternal Soul 
Eric Evers 
Lame Monkey Scientific Advisor 

UT has a growing problehl- Soul 
stealing. Succubi (female) and incubi 
(male) have been falling on UT students 
at an unusual rate this quarter. And are 

- they ever heavy. Succubi are ,jaemons 
in female fonn who are out to steal 
souls through sexual intercourse. The 
first case of AIDS was caught by a 
priest in Africa who broke his celibacy 
vows to have relations with a succubus! 
These daemons are not to be taken 
lightly men, they can_suck your soul 
right out of your member during one 
night of passion. But a condom can 
protect your soul from being stolen! 
Succubi are usually quite beautiful, 
alluring, fmancially well off, and eager 
to please. And ladies, all of these 
qualities apply to incubi and they are 
thought to outnumber female su~cubi 9 
to one. 

Cow Pasture Comfort 

Two ' of the "nicest" soul stealers 
around Knoxville are a brother and 
sister (it is possible that they are more 
closely related than siblings) known as 
Sahr and Max. Included with this article 
is an artist 's rendering of one of the 
forms Sahr has been ·s~en to take. 

According to many Church Fathers, 
an incubus is an angel who fell because 
of lust for women. Essentially the 
incubus is a lewd demon or goblin who 
seeks sexual intercourse with women. 
When associated with one particular 
witch or sorcerer, both incubus and 
succubus are known ' as magistellus, or 

High Priestess 9obi ' 

from reality, drugs are a harsh 
confrontation with reality. It's not too 
much escapism that freaks people out on 
drugs, but too much reality for a limited 
person to handle. There ~s nothing 
harder than facing the world and your 
life as it is forced upon you by your 
drug experience. Those pioneers in this 
area and those advocates like Leary and 
Ram Das and others were the bravest 
men and ' women of all. They stood 
against all ' of society. They lost jobs, 
friends, and yes, their live~ for this great 

familiar. And there was evidence that 
demons must have felt some physical 
pleasure in that they were attracted to 
women with beautiful hair (compare I 
Corinthians xi. 10, where angelos are 
incubus). Some later deamonologists 
held that only the lowest order of devils 
functioned as ineubi. 

Both the legends of the werewolf 
and the vampire are related to incubi. 
Because incubi can perform their acts 
through the animation of the dead 
people or animals, often a combination 
is constructed leading to ' the picture of 
the devil with goat's hooves and also the 
stories of werewolves, peg as i, 
minotaurs, centaurs, mennaids and even 
the unicorn. Also because daemons are 
another species, ' it is considered 
bestiality to have relations with them. 

Somehow it is thought a succubus 
can store semen and then can change to 
a incubus to impregnate a woman. The 
child is born of man and woman, a 
deamon can not personally sire a child. 
The reason they have such an interest in 

manipulating . the gene pool of 
Homosapiens is currently the focus of a 
great deal, of research. If you have a 
good theory about why daemons would 
want to breed human beings contact 
Eric Evers, Scientific Advisor to the 
Lame Monkey by dropping it by the 
Monkey Droppings Box at Universal 
Printing. 
, Commonly incubi and succubi will 

seduce their victims first in erotic 
dreams. Beware of any daemons, 
animals, or human combinations in your 
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new freedom. 
This freedom 'isn't for everyone, but 

I would stop someone from smoking a 
. cigarette before I would stop someone , . 
,from smoking marijuana. No one's 
advocating addiction or abuse, but only 
the sacramental use of mind-expanding 
drugs. A drug is a teacher. Yo'u learn a 
lesson about life or reality from it, then 
you put it away. I think if every ' 
reasonably stable person in America 
was given LSD at least once, it would 
make such sweeping changes for the 
good . in our society that it would be 
overwhelming. But then people would 
become free and, know true freedom and 
begin to question government and 
politicians and we'd have a government 
for the people and by the people and 
that just wouldn't do. 

What happened to Love-Ins? What 
happened to Black Power? What 
happened to radical freedom? America 
is wimping out. 

dreams seeking to please you. Most 
think that a succubus or incubus is only 
going to be a one night stand or at most 
a weekend- think again. They have been 
known to have "relationships" lasting up 
to a 25 years. In older times this caused 
trouble for a couple that did not have 
any children or for a couple when one 
was from a distant place. Also this 
explains why old maids were th-ought to 
be witches. One way to protect yourself 
from daemons is to meet the parents of 
your prospective lover-just to make ' 
absolutely sure they have some human 

It can save your soul. 

. origin. Beware of the adopted, the 
overly eager or perfect, the exciting or 
mysterious lover: they could be your 
last. If you have dreamed about meeting 
someone before you o<r''::-maybe it is 
fate that brought you together, maybe it 
is not! 

Remember, anyone with extra sexual 
organs is sure to be dangerous- even if 

. they are human. You should never stare 
a succubus straight in the dimensional 
gateway. So look to the left, and then to 
the right of y ur ~ stool, party animal: 

~. ~11~J 
I.~'. 

"There ' s One ir't Every Crowd" 

they could be a deamon. Please, protect 
yourself and your -immortal soul. Use 
condoms or better yet, don\have sex at 
alL 

Brackish waters of delight 
hiding wisdom from my sight 
Daemons Daemons, can't-you see! 
Daemons Daemons, let me be! 
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UTTM Administrator Maze 

NAMEDE-S~RAMBlE: De libong -

Juan Wuelle The Sad Day When 
Christ Took the 

Garden of Gethsemene 

. 
I 

Out To Lunch 
-----I---"Areyeu~al~f~m.ealeaI~-~~.----~~ 

houses?," asked the garden 
~' as he stared vacantly out of 
-.J 

I" the window ~ ~ 

~ "N 0, I gave that up to 
teach," replied Christ. 

''Teaching is an awful job, 
the pay stinks," said the 
garden. 

Bret Wood "I really enjoy teaching . 
~~~~~-=~~~==~~~--~[W'-I'V~~~~~,=ro~~~LK~~~O~YO~U!-'~~-n~~~~~7J and money is not important 

Ii's. "THIS ::!IT cIiA~Am~.' to me. Blessed is he who Hn G-ETTIIVv Too NosY! 

HE'S G-oIN(r TO £.XPose O-I( gives of himself without wltOLE: oPc~linoNs. ! 

V 1 want of reward," explained 
G€,Altol..() a~ Christ. 
'IOUt:SELF.' I'Ve 

FIG-U(E/) aU T "I "I still think you should '-HiY FO~ uS ~ 

NAIL Him .. " liND have stuck to remodeling IT:S RIG-wr HE~E·" . 

~~~~~~=~~r.;-:;~t....-.,cb~Pr~L-~~,~iN+!=tr}Yf{);E~S.K~! --~~~--4Jo""F~-~1 houses," replied the garden. 

""~--""""~I 

-S.c. Combs 

i finally saw today 
a man 
in a suit 
sans power red tie 
and i wanted 
to shake his hand 
and say THANX 
·but he looked 
just like 
the last guy that blew me 

off . 
so i didn't 

-Spike Gillespie 

-, 
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lame Monkey Classified Ads 
Chair of Excellence 
Is it a Complete Fraud? 
Have we puHed a joke 
on our readers? 

CONGRATULATIONS TO 
. Lance Bledscoe and Lisa 
Creech. The 1st President and 1st 
Lady of TFLM weds! 

PEUGOT U.S. EXPRESS 
mountain bike, almost new, $250 

or BO, Call Chris, 637-4840 

FRIENDS OF THE LAME 
Monkey announces first meeting. 
See ya Tuesday, October 6, 7:30 
at Sam & Andy's back room. 

IF THE INSTRUcrOR 
Evaluations for Calculus . 
professors look too depressing, 
Call Bob at 523-3434 for tutoring 
in any math thru 1860. 

CAMARO, 1976, 3-SPEED 
In good condition, except for 
paint. Good first car. Call to see 
at 523-3434. 

WORLD CARNNORIAN 
Society. Good health thru meat 
onlidiet. Let God keep the 
plants. Send $1 to: Rev. Dr. Nel2Sn 
Fleshbiscuit, POB# 8717, 
Knoxville, TN 37~96-4800. 

PIONEER FRONT LOADING 
Turntable $150 or BO, Original 4 
hardbound AD&D books $40, 
secretary's chair on wheels $15, 
call 523-3434. 

Sua SCRIBE TO THE LAME . 
Monkey Manifesto. $lIissue. 
Back issues avail. Plain brown 

COMIC BOOKS! wrapper. POB# 8763, Knoxville, 
Collector's Choice on the strip TN 37996-4800. 
has what you're looking for! See 
our ad in this issue... . RA VEN RECORDS 

LAME MONKEY T-SHIRTS 
Lame Monkey T-Shirts are 
available. Drop by Universal 
Printing to order yours today! 

Welcomes folks of all origins, 
races and creeds to come to our 
tranquil, quiet record galleries 
where you can find LP's, CD's · 
and cassettes in their natural 
environment. Located behind 
Walgreen's on the Strip, open 
afterNOON. 

Buy, Sell, Trade 
LP's, Cassettes, CD's 
New T-Shirts, Posters 

Behind Walgreens ~ .. t':.'., ~~. f ···.·.1 <;::J~[J 
Noon-8:00 Mon-Sat . ,; U~~ ~ U,\/ 

;~~~~~~~38~$ .... ~f R~CORDS 

THE LAME MONKEY IS 
Looking for a few good apes. 
Call 637-4840 to find out what 
you can do for us. 

ART & ARCH STUDENTS 
Need slides of your work? I have 
experience to do the job right. 
Reasonable prices. 573-3870. \ 

AUDIO COLLAGE TREVOR -
. Audio Collage Box 23061 Audio 

Collage Knoxville Audio.Collage 
TN Audio Collage 37933~J061 
Audio Collage 

I PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR 
Your toenail clippings, beard 
shavings and unwanted 
eyelashes: Write: Trader Joe, 
POB# 50441, Knoxville, TN 
37950-0441 

UNIVERSAL PRINTING 
Offers the finest Resume service 
in all of Knoxville. See us before 
you blow that critical interview 
with,an ugly resume. Spun by the 
finest resume worms this side of 
the Orient. Perfection! 
817 Nineteenth Street behind 
Taco Bell, 637-2510 

Or are we gonna have ' 
a Monkey PartyTM as 
soon as we break even? 
Stay by your phones ... 

LEG ART iESi 
If tl)is typ.e of LEG ART turns you TURGID, then 
send $1.00 for the next issue of 
THE LAME MONKEY MANIFESTO plus 
SUCCULENT BACK ISSUES, also at $lIeach. 
Includes membership in. THE ROYAL ORDER 
OF THE GARTER. 

send $1 
. TOday 

to ... 

Novice to Expert 
Sailboarding • Booze Cruises 

Intercollegiate RaCing 
Cookouts 

It's more than just an 
adventure... . 

If interested call 
Sterling, 522-3576 

BR;1J), I'M NOT GOING TO MARRY 
YOU IJHC/1USE YOUR RESUME 
LOOKS LIKE SHIT! 

RESUMES /- PHOTOCOPYING 
DISSERTATIONS - DESIGN 

BINDING - LASER PRINTING 
. PHOTOSTATS - LAMINATING 

WE. MAKE YOU L'OOK GOOD 
ON PAPER 

(]j] riD OW®fl~@1 U /PJflO [l1J aO!!iJ@) ~(Q)fMJ /PJ@1!!iJJf 
817 19th street· knoxville. tennessee 37916· 637-2510 

Behind Taco Bell Oil The Str· 


